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have mainly focused on other possible enzymatic mech-
anisms for editing (Kahn and Hearst, 1989; Libby and
Gallant, 1991).
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The recent discovery of a 39→59 nuclease activity as-*Department of Biology
sociated with a number of eukaryotic and prokaryotic²Department of Chemistry
RNA polymerases has raised the possibility that thisUniversity of Oregon
nuclease may serve a postincorporation editing functionEugene, Oregon 97403
analogous to the exonuclease activity of DNA polymer-
ases. The RNA cleavage activity, although thought to
be intrinsic to the polymerase, is greatly stimulated bySummary
polypeptides that associate with the polymerase: GreA
and GreB for E. coli RNA polymerase and SII (or TFIIS)We have addressed whether the intrinsic 39→59 nu-
for eukaryotic RNA polymerase II (pol II) (reviewed byclease activity of human RNA polymerase II (pol II) can
Reines, 1994).proofread during transcription in vitro. In the presence
SII was originally identified and purified on the basisof SII, a protein that stimulates the nuclease activity,
of its ability to stimulate transcription by pol II in a pro-pol II quantitatively removed misincorporated nucleo-
moter-independent assay (Nakanishi et al., 1981). Sub-tides from the nascent transcript during rapid chain
sequently, SII was found to enable pol II to resume elon-extension. The basis of discrimination between the
gation following transcription arrest, a state in which thecorrect and incorrect base was the slow addition of
RNA polymerase remains associated with the templatethe next nucleotide to the mismatched terminus. In-
and nascent RNA but fails to polymerize nucleotidescorporation of inosine monophosphate inhibited next
(Reines et al., 1989; Wiest et al., 1992). Studies of thenucleotide addition by a similar magnitude as a mis-
mechanism by which SII acts on arrested pol II led tomatched base. We used this finding to demonstrate
the discovery of the RNA cleavage activity (Izban andthat addition of SII to a transcription reaction dramati-
Luse, 1992a; Reines, 1992; Wang and Hawley, 1993). Incally altered the RNA base content, reflecting the sta-
the presence of SII, the polymerase cleaves the 39 end ofble incorporation of more ªcorrectº (GMP) and fewer
the RNA, primarily in dinucleotide increments, althoughªincorrectº (IMP) nucleotides.
mononucleotides and longer oligonucleotides have also
been observed (Izban and Luse, 1993a, 1993b; WangIntroduction
and Hawley, 1993; Gu and Reines, 1995). RNAs short-
ened in this way remain bound to the polymerase andAn optimal balance of speed and accuracy in replicating
can be reextended.and decoding genetic information is vitally important
A potential role for the factor-stimulated nuclease into all biological systems. The enzymatic activities and
transcript editing has been suggested (Izban and Luse,
mechanisms that enhance fidelity during DNA and pro-
1992a; Reines, 1992; Wang and Hawley, 1993; Orlova
tein synthesis have been extensively studied (Kirkwood
et al., 1995). Consistent with that idea, recent work in
et al., 1986). The fidelity of RNA synthesis has received
both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems has shown
less attention, even though transcriptional errors have
that the cleavage factors will stimulate removal of misin-
the potential to be even more deleterious than transla-
corporations as well as correctly incorporated bases
tional errors.
(Erie et al., 1993; Jeon and Agarwal, 1996). However, it
Estimates of error rates by Escherichia coli RNA poly- was not clear that removal of the misincorporated base
merase suggest that the fidelity is enhanced approxi-
could be rapid enough for proofreading during normal,
mately 1000-fold over that expected from free energy
steady-state transcription (Kassavetis and Geiduschek,
differences between the formation of correct and incor-
1993; Uptain et al., 1997) or that the cleavage activity
rect base pairs. At least part of this discrimination occurs would selectively remove incorrect bases.
through a non±energy-consuming process in which the In this article, we describe studies that demonstrate
correct base is preferentially chosen for incorporation efficient SII-mediated error correction during rapid tran-
by the polymerase (Chamberlin, 1974; Libby and Gallant, scription by pol II. Significantly, we found that TFIIF,
1991). DNA polymerases also exhibit base selectivity which increases the rate of elongation in vitro to ap-
prior to nucleotide insertion (Echols and Goodman, proach estimated in vivo rates (Izban and Luse, 1992b),
1991; Goodman et al., 1993). In addition, many DNA did not interfere with SII-mediated error correction. We
polymerases can edit the nascent DNA chain by means also describe a mechanism by which pol II can discrimi-
of a 39→59 exonuclease activity, which preferentially nate between the correct and incorrect base.
cleaves after a misincorporated base, releasing the in-
correct nucleotide as a nucleotide monophosphate Results
(NMP) (Goodman et al., 1993). Until recently, RNA
polymerases were not thought to have an analogous Kinetics of Misincorporation
nuclease activity, so studies of E. coli RNA polymerase Analysis of the proofreading capability of pol II required
that we be able both to force the polymerase to incorpo-
rate an incorrect base and also to quantitate the amount³To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Figure 1. Misincorporation of GMP Is Slower
than Incorporation of AMP
(A) Elongation complexes stalled at position
143 were incubated with 1 mM GTP at 308C.
Samples of the reaction were stopped at the
indicated times. The 141 RNA was a product
of the intrinsic cleavage activity of pol II,
which was observed in all reactions with suffi-
ciently long incubation times.
(B) The amount of 144 RNA was plotted as
a function of time and the data fit to a single
exponential equation. The reaction was con-
sidered complete when RNA levels were
maximum; other data are expressed as frac-
tions of the maximum amount.
(C) Elongation complexes stalled at position
143 were incubated with 50 mM ATP at 218C.
The 141 RNA was not observed in thisexperi-
ment because of the short incubation time.
(D) Quantitation of the experiment of (C), plot-
ted as a function of time and fit to a single
exponential curve.
of the correct and incorrect base at that position. We In the experiment of Figure 1, extension of the RNA
to 144 did not appear to go to completion when judgedchose to misincorporate a G at positions requiring an
A to minimize the possibility that bases resulting from by theamount of complexes remainingat 143. However,
the 144 RNA contained about 85% of the radioactivityspontaneous deamination of A and C (inosine and uri-
dine, respectively) would ªcorrectlyº pair at the position originally present at 143, suggesting that most of the
143 RNAs had been extended. We found that the pulse-of an intended mismatch. Also, our method for analyzing
the base content at the misincorporation position took chaseprotocol always produced two complexes, appar-
ently containing RNAs differing in length by one baseadvantage of the specificity of RNase T1 for Gs (see
below).
Figure 1 illustrates a representative experiment in
Table 1. Kinetic Constants for the Incorporation of AMP, GMP,which the rate of misincorporation of GMP was mea-
IMP, and the Next Nucleotidesured. DNA templates were attached to agarose beads
Complexa Vmax (units/s) Kmf (mM)so that we could isolate elongation complexes and
change reaction conditions as needed. The RNA was 59 . . . UG
radioactively labeled near the59 end using a pulse-chase 39 . . . ATG . . . 59 0.0015b,d ND
59 . . . UAprotocol. By repeated chasing with subsets of nucleo-
39 . . . ATG . . . 59 0.2c,e NDtides, elongation complexes were ªwalkedº to a position
59 . . . UGCat which an A was the next specified nucleotide.
39 . . . ATG . . . 59 0.036f 4.4
Complexes that had been walked to position 143 on 59 . . . UAC
template pMIS were incubated with 1 mM GTP at 308C, 39 . . . ATG . . . 59 0.171f 12.6
and aliquots were removed at the indicated times and
59 . . . AG 0.077f 3.4
analyzed on a polyacrylamide gel (Figure 1A). The 39 . . . TCA . . . 59
amount of transcript extended to 144 was quantified, 59 . . . AI 0.054f 2.9
plotted as a function of time, and fit to a single exponen- 39 . . . TCA . . . 59
59 . . . AGU 0.73f 191.8tial curve (Figure 1B). The rate of incorporation of AMP,
39 . . . TCA . . . 59the correct nucleotide, was also measured at this posi-
59 . . . AIU 0.038f 148.3tion in a separate reaction. At 308C, the reaction was
39 . . . TCA . . . 59
complete in less than 4 s. We therefore lowered the
a Kinetics measured for underlined base.temperature to 218C to allow accurate measurement of
b Data collected at 308C, 1 mM GTP.the rate (Figures 1C and 1D). The calculated rates of
c Data collected at 218C, 50 mM ATP.
incorporation for both nucleotides are listed in Table d Calculated from measurement at saturating concentrations of
1. Comparison of these numbers underestimates the NTPs, may be underestimated due to cleavage by intrinsic nuclease
difference in rates observed at 308C, however. Based on activity.
e Calculated from measurement at saturating concentrations ofthe observation that AMP incorporation was complete
NTPs.at the earliest sampling times at 308C, we estimated that
f Values determined from Michaelis-Menten plot.the rate of correct base incorporation is at least 500-
ND, not determined.
fold faster than that of the incorrect base at this position.
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(e.g., 143, 142 in Figures 1A and 1C), when we walked
the polymerase on this template and related templates
with the same upstream sequence. These two com-
plexes behaved identically in response to subsets of
nucleotides, suggesting that the sequences of the 39
ends of the RNAs were the same. In the experiment of
Figure 3, discussed below, we demonstrated that this
conclusion was correct. Thus, when the shorter RNAs
were extended by one base, they migrated to the same
position as the 143 RNA.
We believe that the second complex was due to poly-
merase slippage in response to the extremely low levels
of nucleotides (,1 mM) used during the labeling reaction.
A similar phenomenon has also been observed for pol III
elongation complexes formed under similar conditions
(Dieci et al., 1995). We have determined that the slippage
occurs between positions 122 and 135 (data not shown)
but have not attempted to elucidate the mechanism.
Misincorporations Inhibit Addition
of the Next Nucleotide
Proofreading following insertion of an incorrect base
requires that the polymerase have a mechanism to de-
tect that an error was made. Studies of DNA polymer-
Figure 2. Addition of the Next Nucleotide after a Misincorporation
ases have shown that a misincorporation inhibits the Is Slower than after a Correct Nucleotide
rate of addition of the next nucleotide, allowing time for (A) Stalled elongation complexes on template pDS#4 were isolated
the exonucleolytic removal of the misincorporated base and incubated with 1 mM GTP to induce misincorporation of GMP.
(Donlin et al., 1991; Goodman et al., 1993). To determine Complexes were then reisolated and incubated with 10 mM CTP. The
amount of extended RNA was quantified and plotted as a function ofwhether a similar mechanism could operate during elon-
time.gation by pol II, we measured the rate of addition of the
(B) The rate of CMP incorporation at 145 after AMP (circles) ornext nucleotide onto a misincorporated base.
incorrectly incorporated GMP (squares) was measured at 10 mM
Elongation complexes that contained either an A or CTP on template pMIS. The 145 RNA was quantified, and the data
a misincorporated G at the 39 end of the RNA were were plotted as a function of time. To determine the rate of CMP
isolated and then incubated with the next nucleotide, incorporation after a G, the data were fit to a double exponential
equation, using a rate of 0.075 for addition to the fraction of RNAswhich on template pDS#4 was CTP. Figure 2A shows
(0.65) with A at 144.data from a single rate determination at 10 mM CTP.
The data did not fit a single exponential but instead
appeared to be biphasic. Below we show that the condi-
showed that those complexes also contained a mixturetions of the misincorporation reaction produced a mixed
of both correct and incorrect 39 terminal nucleotides.population of RNAs with about half containing a G and
With this information, we fit the data of Figure 2B withthe other half an A at the 39 end. The ATP must have been
a double exponential function, using the measured val-a contaminant in the commercially prepared, ultrapure
ues for the ratio of incorrect and correct RNAs and theGTP, because in parallel reactions in which isolated
rate of addition of the next nucleotide to the correct 39elongation complexes were incubated without GTP, no
end. This procedure was repeated at three additionalextension of the RNA was observed (data not shown).
CTP concentrations and the data used to calculate theIn control reactions, incorporation of CMP after AMP
kinetic constants listed in Table 1. Based on that analy-was extremely fast (data not shown); therefore, both the
sis, the rate difference between addition to a correctrate and extent of the fast phase of the reaction of
and incorrectly paired base at this position was aboutFigure 2A were consistent with the expected kinetics of
5-fold.addition of C to a 39 terminal A. The rate of nucleotide
addition in the slowphase, almost certainly due toexten-
Complexes Formed under Misincorporationsion after the misincorporated G, was at least 15- to 20-
Conditions Contain Both Correctfold slower than to the correct base.
and Misincorporated BasesFlanking sequences are known to influence the rate
Interpretation of our results required demonstration thatof incorporation by DNA polymerases (Mendelman et
G misincorporation had occurred. We expected that theal., 1989, 1990), and the magnitude of the effect might
identity of the terminal base would not significantly alterdepend on template position for pol II as well. We, there-
the electrophoretic mobility of the intact RNAs (.40fore, measured the rate of next nucleotide addition after
bases long). However, the mobility difference could bea misincorporated G using a template (pMIS) that differs
enhanced by separating small RNAse digestion prod-in sequences surrounding the test position (see Experi-
ucts (,10-mer) on high percentage acrylamide gels. Ourmental Procedures). Although the incorporation kinetics
experimental strategy is outlined in Figure 3A.in the experiment of Figure 2B were not obviously bipha-
sic, analysis of the RNA synthesized on that template For this analysis, we incorporated radioactivity only
Cell
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Figure 3. Direct Detection of Misincorporated G by RNase T1 Analysis
(A) Elongation complexes containing nonradioactive RNA of approximately 20±35 bases were isolated and the RNA extended in the presence
of radiolabeled UTP. In separate reactions, the RNA was incubated either with ATP or GTP to extend the transcript to 143. These complexes
were isolated, and the RNA was either digested with RNase T1 and analyzed to detect and measure the amount of misincorporated GMP or
chased to longer lengths followed by digestion to assay proofreading efficiency. The small arrows represent sites of RNase T1 cleavage; the
open arrow is a cleavage site when the base at that position is a G; the stars represent radiolabeled UMP residues; and N is the base at 143,
either A or G.
(B) Autoradiogram of a representative RNase T1 analysis of RNA containing a misincorporated nucleotide. Identities of the digestion products
are shown. All RNAs were gel purified prior to RNase T1 digestion. RNAs analyzed in lanes 1±4 were synthesized on a control template (pMIS-
3G) that encodes a G at 143. Lanes 5±7 contained digestion products of reactions with template pMIS-3 in which AMP was incorporated at
position 143. Lanes 8±11 contained digestion products of misincorporation reactions. RNAs in lanes 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 9 were analyzed following
incorporation of the nucleotide at 143. RNAs in lanes 3, 4, 7, 10, and 11 were chased to full-length by addition of NTPs at 500 mM. The
markers were radiolabeled, chemically synthesized RNA oligos of known sequence (59ACAAUCUUUUU and 59 UUCCCCCC).
(C) The experiment shown in panel (B) was quantified and the fraction of each RNA oligo observed in the reactions of lanes 8±11 was plotted.
near the 39 end of the RNA to simplify the pattern of and, therefore, that the sequence variation that resulted
in the mobility difference occurred at a more upstreamRNase digestion products. After 39 labeling, complexes
were in position either to incorporate an A or to misincor- position.
The products of digestion of RNA from the misincor-porate a G at position 142 on template pMIS3. Com-
plexes were prepared in a similar manner on a control poration reaction are shown in Figure 3B, lanes 8 and
9. The two major products comigrated with the twotemplate (pMIS3-G) that specifies a G at 142. We then
digested the RNA with RNase T1, which selectively cuts control 7-mers containing either an A or a G. This experi-
ment clearly showed that some of the elongation com-after G residues and should release a 7-nt 39 terminal
fragment. This fragment was the largest labeled frag- plexes had indeed misincorporated GMP but that a fairly
large fraction contained AMP. The RNA that migratedment expected upon complete RNase T1 digestion of
the 42-nt RNA. just behind the expected 7-mers in lane 8 originated
from complexes that contained an A at 142 but had readIn the experiment of Figure 3B, RNAs were gel purified
prior to T1 digestion. As in the experiment of Figure 1, through that position and added the next nucleotide, C.
We verified that assignment by walking the polymerasewe observed two RNAs of different lengths that behaved
as though they had the same 39 end; these were isolated to that position, digesting the RNA with T1, and showing
that the 39 oligo comigrated with the one formed underseparately and designated RNA1 (lower mobility) and
RNA2. The products of the RNaseT1 digestion of control misincorporation conditions (data not shown). When the
amount of this longer oligo is included in our calcula-RNAs containing a 39 G (lanes 1 and 2) or a 39 A (lanes
5 and 6) are shown in Figure 3B. The positions and tions, about half the complexes were found to have
correctly incorporated an A (Figure 3C).sequences of the most prominent digestion products
are shown to the side of the autoradiogram. The 7-mers
containing G or A at 142 were clearly resolved on this Pol II Proofreads in a Postincorporation Manner
T1 analysis of the RNA allowed us to test directly whethergel. In addition, this analysis showed conclusively that
the last seven bases of RNA1 and RNA2 were identical pol II would remove the misincorporated base when the
Proofreading by RNA Polymerase II
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RNA was chased to longer lengths. The next G in the
RNA sequence is three bases downstream of the misin-
corporation position; therefore, a 10-mer was expected
upon T1 digestion following extension of the correct
RNA. Extension of the RNAs containing a misincorpo-
rated or an encoded G should result in a 7-nt T1 diges-
tion product containing a 39 phosphate group. This
7-mer should migrate differently than the 7-mer arising
from digestion of unextended RNA, which will have a 39
hydroxyl. Thus, we could compare the fraction of RNA
containing a G at 142 both before and after extension
to determine whether the polymerase could proofread
and whether SII stimulated this activity.
In the reactions shown in lanes 3, 4, 7, 10, and 11 of
Figure 3B, we incubated the 142 complexes with all
four nucleoside triphosphates at 500 mM, conditions
where the extension of RNAs with correctly paired ter-
mini was too rapid to measure manually. The expected
10-mer was observed following digestion of the ex-
tended, correct RNA (lane 7). Digestion of the control
RNAs containing an encoded G at 142 (lanes 3 and 4)
allowed us to identify the expected 7-nt product. The
presence of the 39 phosphate group was verified by Figure 4. RNase T1 Analysis of Total RNA Synthesized under Misin-
corporation Conditionstreatment of the T1 products of the control RNA with
bacterial alkaline phosphatase, which resulted in the Identities of major digestion products are indicated. Elongation
complexes were stalled at position 142 on template pMIS-3, iso-disappearance of that band and the appearance of a
lated, and then incubated with 1 mM GTP. An aliquot of the reactionband that comigrated with the 7-mer ending in a 39
was removed (lane 1) to determine the fraction of RNAs containinghydroxyl group (data not shown).
A or G at 143. Elongation complexes were then chased to longer
In the reactions of lanes 10 and 11, RNA formed lengths in the absence (lane 2) and presence of 40 ng SII (lane 3).
under misincorporation conditionswas chased to longer Markers are the same as in Figure 3. Analysis of the RNA was as
lengths in the absence or presence of SII. Based on in the experiment of Figure 3 except that the total RNA from each
reaction was digested without prior purification.quantitation of the different T1 products in lanes 8 and
9, approximately 50% of the RNAs contained a G at 142
before being chased (Figure 3C). Following the chase
following the chase reactions, we could not exclude thein the absence of SII (lane 10), we observed a modest
possibility that the apparent proofreading was due todecrease in the amount of RNA oligo containing a misin-
the failure of the G-containing RNAs to be extended.corporated G (to 35% of the total; Figure 3C); chasing
In the above experiment, we showed that we are ablein the presence of SII (lane 11) reduced the amount of
to separate and quantitate oligos corresponding to allthat oligo to background levels (about 6%; Figure 3C).
four RNAs of interest: the extended and unextendedIn this and similar experiments, RNA from the reaction
RNAs containing either an A or G at 142. Thus, in thecontaining SII was less radioactive, presumably be-
experiment of Figure 4, we analyzed total RNA to deter-cause some of the label, which was concentrated near
mine simultaneously the A:G ratio at 142 for RNAs thatthe 39 end, was removed by SII-mediated cleavage.
failed to extend as well as for those that chased to longerHowever, even when we have compensated for this by
lengths. Lane 1 contained the products of a T1 digestloading more RNA corresponding to that reaction, we
of RNAs generated using misincorporation conditions.have never detected the oligo diagnostic of the misin-
The identities of the major bands are indicated. In thecorporated G following RNA extension in the presence
reaction of lane 2, chase nucleotides were added to theof SII (e.g., Figure 4). We concluded from these experi-
RNA in the absence of SII. As expected, we observedments that the misincorporated G was nearly quantita-
a 10-mer containing A at 142 and a 7-mer containingtively removed from the transcripts in the presence of
misincorporated G. Only a few complexes, approxi-SII and was removed from some of the transcripts even
mately 5%, failed to chase at all, and the fraction ofin the absence of SII.
correct and incorrect RNAs that failed to chase was
nearly equal. These results do not support the idea that
the apparent proofreading observed in the experimentRNAs with Both Correct and Incorrect 39 Termini
Were Efficiently Extended of Figure 3 was caused by the inability of the mismatch
RNA to be extended. Indeed, we saw no evidence thatE. coli RNA polymerase arrests following incorporation
of a mismatched base, and this arrest is thought to be either type of complex arrested at a significant fre-
quency under these conditions.essential to the mechanism of proofreading (Erie et al.,
1993). In the experiment of Figure 3, we gel-purified the The reaction of Figure 4, lane 3 was identical to that
in lane 2 except that SII was present during the chaseRNAs before digesting them with RNase T1 to facilitate
the unambiguous identification of the various digestion reaction. As in the experiment of Figure 3, we did not
observe the UCCUUCGp oligo under these conditions,products. Because we analyzed only the full-length RNA
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demonstrating that the misincorporated G was effi-
ciently removed during the chase to full length. In this
reaction, we did observe what appeared to be a small
increase in complexes that did not chase under these
conditions. Although these oligos represent only a minor
fraction of the total RNAs, this result was nevertheless
unexpected, because SII typically stimulates arrested
complexes to resume elongation. Analysis of the undi-
gested 142 RNAs confirmed that only a very small frac-
tion of the stalled complexes (,3%) remained after ex-
tension in the presence of SII, whereas a slightly larger
fraction (about 5%) did not extend in the absence of SII
(data not shown). This strongly suggested that the oligos
migrating with the 7-mers in Figure 4, lane 3 did not
originate from T1 digestion of RNAs that failed to extend.
One possibility is that they were products of the SII-
stimulated cleavage activity. If so, they may have arisen
Figure 5. Effects of IMP Incorporation on Pol II Elongation and Anal-
from a small population of arrested complexes, but, as ysis of RNA Base Content
both A and G were equally represented in these oligos, (A) Transcripts were synthesized in a promoter-independent reac-
that possibility is still consistent with the conclusion that tion. RNAs in lanes 1±4 were from control reactions containing 600
the apparent proofreading was not due to preferential mM GTP. Reactions analyzed in lanes 5±8 contained 1 mM ITP and
2.5 mM GTP.arrest of the complexes containing the misincorporated
(B) Unincorporated nucleotides were removed from RNAs shown innucleotide.
(A) and the RNA digested with RNase T2. Digestion products were
resolved by thin layer chromatography. Unlabeled mononucleotide
markers were also chromatographed and visualized by exposure to
IMP Acts like a Misincorporation in Inhibiting 254 nm UV light.
the Addition of the Next Nucleotide
The results presented so far support the conclusion that Kmsand themaximum rates of incorporation were similar
pol II can proofread the nascent RNA and that the slow for these two nucleotides, showing that, at least at the
addition of the next nucleotide to a mismatch is a likely tested position, pol II incorporates G or I equally well.
mechanism of discrimination between the correct and We then measured the rate of incorporation of the
incorrect base. The experiments leading to these con- next nucleotide, UMP, to an RNA chain containing either
clusions entailed stalling the polymerase in order to GMP or IMP at the 39 end. In this case, we observed a
force misincorporation at a defined position. We wanted large difference. Table 1 summarizes the kinetic con-
to be able to observe transcriptional proofreading with- stants obtained from Michaelis-Menten plots of these
out the necessity of stopping and restarting thepolymer- data. At the position tested, the rate of addition of UMP
ization reaction. To do this, we examined the possibility to an RNA chain ending in IMP was approximately 20-
of using the nucleotide inosine triphosphate (ITP) to fold slower at saturating UTP than to an RNA chain
simulate misincorporations. ending in GMP. Together, these data showed that, while
Inosine forms a Watson-Crick base pair with cytosine, the polymerase readily incorporates IMP, the presence
but dI:dC base pairs are weaker than any of the canoni- of this nucleotide inhibits the addition of the next nucleo-
cal base pairs (Martin et al., 1985) and are only slightly tide in a manner similar to a misincorporation. This result
more stable than some mispairings (e.g., dG:dT, dA:dC) suggests that ITP can be used to investigate postincor-
(Aboul-ela et al., 1985). DNA polymerase I Klenow frag- poration nucleotide discrimination and removal during
ment has been shown to dissociate from the DNA more steady-state production of RNA.
readily following either a dIMP or misincorporation than
following a correctly paired base (Abbotts et al., 1988; ITP Greatly Inhibits Pol II Elongation
Joyce, 1989). In addition, Matsuzaki et al. (1994) found To investigate elongation by pol II in the presence of
that yeastRNA polymerase III pauses after incorporation ITP, we used a defined transcription system consisting
of IMP, consistent with the possibility that the next nu- of purified calf thymus pol II, a dC-tailed template, and
cleotide is added slowly to a 39 IMP. Together, those purified recombinant SII and/or TFIIF. With this highly
studies suggested that pol II might function similarly in purified system, we did not observe transcripts longer
response to either a misincorporation or an rI:dC base than about 10 nucleotides under any conditions when
pair at the 39 end of the RNA. only ITP, ATP, CTP, and UTP were present (data not
To test this idea directly, we first measured the rates shown). Addition of a trace amount (2.5 mM) of GTP to
of incorporation of GMP and IMP at the same position reactions containing 1 mM ITP restored transcriptional
on template pPCDS#3T at four different nucleotide con- activity by pol II. This observation contrasts with previ-
centrations. The data from these assays werequantified, ous work on E. coli RNA polymerase, which has been
plotted, and fit to a single exponential curve to obtain the reported to elongate efficiently in the presence of ITP
rate of incorporation at each nucleotide concentration with only alterations in pausing sites (Levin and Cham-
(data not shown). These rates were then plotted versus berlin, 1987).
ITP or GTP concentration to obtain the kinetic constants Figure 5A shows the results of an experiment compar-
ing transcription reactions containing either GTP or alisted in Table 1. We observed that both the apparent
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mixture of ITP and GTP. The reactions in the first four processive elongation in the presence of SII. TFIIF en-
lanes illustrate the typical effects of adding SII or TFIIF hanced the rate and the extent of elongation but did not
to a transcription reaction with purified pol II in the ab- interfere with the SII-mediated replacement of IMP with
sence of ITP on a template that contains the major late GMP. The results imply that, even in the presence of
arrest site (Wiest et al., 1992). In the absence of either TFIIF, multiple iterationsof IMP removal and reextension
factor, pol II arrested with high efficiency (70%±80%) at to achieve an infrequent incorporation of GMP at some
the arrest site (lane 1). In the presence of SII alone, pol positions was more efficient in producing longer RNAs
II read through the arrest site, and full-length transcripts than adding nucleotides to the incorporated IMP.
accumulated (lane 2). TFIIF added alone had only a small
effect on the amount of readthrough (lane 3), but when
DiscussionTFIIF was added with SII, the transcripts were more
efficiently elongated (lane 4 vs. lane 2). In the presence
The experiments presented here directly demonstrateof ITP, only short RNAs were synthesized by purified
that pol II, in combination with SII, is capable of selec-pol II (lane 5), and the addition of TFIIF by itself appeared
tively removing misincorporated nucleotides from theto have no effect (lane 7). However, when SII was in-
nascent RNA chain during transcription elongation. Wecluded in the reaction, longer RNAs were produced,
also observed a low but reproducible level of transcriptincluding a significant amount of run-off transcripts (lane
editing in the absence of SII, presumably due to the6). TFIIF stimulated production of longer RNAs when SII
intrinsic nuclease activity of pol II. Discrimination be-was also present (lane 8). We observed similar results
tween the correct and incorrect base was apparentlywith a promoter-dependent assay using nuclear extract
achieved by the slow addition of the next nucleotide(data not shown).
to the mismatched base. In addition, we showed thatBased on our kinetic analyses of IMP addition and
misincorporation of a G in place of an A was inefficientextension, we concluded that inefficient transcription in
and very slow. In all these respects, the behavior of polthe presence of ITP was due to the very slow addition
II is reminiscent of that of DNA polymerases, and weof nucleotides to 39 IMP. In that case, the enhanced
therefore propose that pol II uses mechanisms similarefficiency of elongation in the presence of SII would
to those described for DNA polymerases to enhance thelikely be due to SII-stimulated removal of IMP residues,
fidelity of RNA synthesis both pre- and postincorpo-allowing occasional incorporation of GMP and rapid ad-
ration.dition of the next nucleotide. That interpretation is con-
sistent with the ability of SII to relieve the inhibiting
effects of ITP only if GTP was also present, albeit at low Discrimination between Correct
concentration. A prediction of this proposed mechanism and Incorrect Bases
would be that RNA synthesized in the presence of SII In generating misincorporations for this study, we ob-
would contain a higher proportion of Gs than RNA syn- served a kinetic basis for preincorporation discrimina-
thesized without SII.
tion of substrates. Presumably, the slow addition of a
mispaired base to the RNA chain allows exchange by
SII Stimulated Removal of IMP
the correct base, which is then rapidly added. Studiesfrom Nascent Transcripts
of DNA polymerase fidelity have shown that insertion of
To confirm that the base content of the RNA was altered
the incorrect base generally proceeds with both a lowerby SII, we isolated the RNAs produced under each of
Vmax and a higher Km than observed for the correct basethe conditions of Figure 5A. The RNAs were digested
at the same position (Kuchta et al., 1988; Mendelmanwith RNase T2 and the products resolved by thin layer
et al., 1989; Donlin and Johnson, 1994). Interpretationchromatography. When RNase T2 cleaves the RNA
of these kinetic constants in terms of a mechanism canchain, the 59 phosphates are transferred to the upstream
be complex, however. We did not measure the relativenucleosides, allowing detection of all the ªnearestneigh-
Kms for insertion of a G versus an A, but the estimatedborº nucleosides 59 of a 32P-labeled nucleotide (UMP,
500-fold reduction in Vmax when G was misincorporatedin our case). Figure 5B is an example of an analysis of
by pol II was within the range reported for insertion oftranscripts synthesized by purified pol II in the presence
a dG opposite a dT by DNA polymerases (Kuchta etor absence of recombinant SII and TFIIF. The control
al., 1988; Mendelman et al., 1989; Donlin and Johnson,reaction containing GTP and no ITP is shown in lane 1;
1994). The difficulty of inserting an rG opposite a dTas expected, none of the radioactivity comigrated with
was further illustrated by our finding that about half ofIMP. In reactions containing 1 mM ITP and 2.5 mM GTP
the transcripts extended in the presence of 1 mM GTP(a 400:1 ratio of ITP to GTP), we observed incorporated
contained a correctly inserted A at the misincorporationIMP but no detectable GMP, either in the absence (lane
position. This result likely reflects a higher Km for G2) or the presence (lane 4) of TFIIF. When the transcripts
compared to A at this position, in addition to the Vmaxwere synthesized in the presence of SII, however, both
effect.GMP and IMP were detected (lanes 3 and 5). In this
A G-T mismatch during DNA synthesis is thought toexperiment and others of this type, the incorporated
form a wobble pair, which can fit into the helix but vio-IMP:GMP ratio ranged from about 10:1 to 14:1 in the
lates Watson-Crick geometry. In contrast, the I-C pair,presence of SII. Thus, SII biased the incorporation of
which is about as stable as the G-T pair, does haveGMP over IMP by a factor of about 30±40 relative to
Watson-Crick geometry. The incorporation of IMP withnucleotide pool sizes. This experiment thus demon-
the same Km and Vmax as GMP suggests that Watson-strated that a substantial amount of removal and re-
placement of IMP with GMP occurred during normal Crick geometry might be more important for correct
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misincorporations cause rate reductions on the order
of 2- to 104-fold, depending on the polymerase, the type
of assay, and the particular mismatch (Kuchta et al.,
1988; Mendelman et al., 1990; Wong et al., 1991). As
has also been shown for DNA polymerases, we found
that the surrounding sequences influenced the rate with
which pol II added the next nucleotide to either a correct
or incorrect base.
To address directly whether the rate of RNA extension
following a mismatch was sufficiently slow to allow
nucleolytic removal of the mismatched base, we ex-
tended the RNAs in the presence of nucleotide concen-Figure 6. Diagram of Substrate Discrimination and Proofreading
trations that promoted rapid and nearly quantitative ex-Pathways
tension of a correct 39 end. Under those conditions, weAn elongation complex atposition N-1 will either add the next correct
saw that inclusion of SII resulted in quantitative removalbase (N) or, infrequently, make a misincorporation (M). Addition of
the next nucleotide onto a misincorporated base (M11) is inhibited, of the incorrectly paired base during production of the
allowing the nuclease to remove the misincorporation and an un- full-length transcript. Even in the absence of SII, some
known number of nucleotides (M-X). The RNA is then reextended, transcript editing was observed, suggesting that the
completing the proofreading cycle.
intrinsic cleavage activity might be sufficient for efficient
editing when the particular mismatch or surrounding
base selection than base pair stability, as also appears sequence slowed nucleotide addition even more than
to be true for DNApolymerases and E. coli RNA polymer- for the case we examined.
ase (Chamberlin, 1974; Echols and Goodman, 1991; As a further test of the ability of SII to promote proof-
Wong et al., 1991). reading during transcription, we sought a method with
which we could directly demonstrate that misincorpo-
Error Detection and Proofreading rated bases were removed from multiple positions dur-
When we began this work, it was known that the SII- ing steady-state transcription elongation. We found that
stimulated RNA cleavage activity of pol II could remove a 39 IMP reduced the rate of next nucleotide addition
nucleotides from a correctly paired 39 end and, there- compared to a GMP; the magnitude of this effect was
fore, was assumed to be able also to remove a mis- within the range we would expect for a misincorporation,
matched base. To demonstrate convincingly that this based on our studies of misincorporated GMP. IMP was
exonucleolytic activity could function in transcript edit- easily incorporated by pol II and was inserted with the
ing, it was essential both to identify a mechanism for same Km and Vmax as GMP at the same template position.
discrimination between the correct and incorrect nucle- These characteristics suggested that we could use in-
otide and also to demonstrate that the removal of the corporated IMP to simulate a situation in which pol II
incorrect base could happen rapidly enough to effect made many errors during transcription. Using this meth-
editing during steady-state transcription elongation. We od, we showed that inclusion of SII in the elongation
have accomplished both of those objectives in this reaction dramatically altered the base content of the
study. RNA, resulting from the replacement of a significant
We found that pol II adds the next nucleotide to a fraction of the IMPs with GMP. Under the conditions of
mismatch more slowly than to the correct base, provid- those experiments, with ITP present in 400-fold excess
ing a kinetic basis for mismatch discrimination (Figure of GTP, proofreading was essential for production of
6). The behavior of pol II following incorporation of a full-length transcripts. Inclusion of TFIIF restored rapid
mismatch isconsistent with the kinetic partitioningmod- transcriptionwithout interfering with replacement of IMP
els proposed for proofreading DNA polymerases (Donlin with GMP. This model system thus demonstrated con-
et al., 1991; Echols and Goodman, 1991; Goodman et vincingly the ability of SII to stimulate mismatch removal
al., 1993). According to such models, the relative rates during transcription.
of nucleotide excision and forward polymerization at
each positiondetermine whether the last inserted nucle-
otide is removed before the chain is extended. By slow- Comparison to Other Studies
A variation on the kinetic partitioning model was pro-ing the rate of next nucleotide addition, a misincorpora-
tion increases the probability that the exonuclease will posed by von Hippel and coworkers as a mechanism
for transcriptional proofreading by E. coli RNA polymer-have time to act. For some or all DNA polymerases, the
rate of nucleolytic excision may also be enhanced for a ase in vitro (Erie et al., 1993). They found that misincor-
poration of U in place of C caused E. coli RNA polymer-misincorporated base, relative to the correctly paired
base (Kuchta et al., 1988; Donlin et al., 1991). ase to form arrested complexes. In the presence of
elongation factor GreA, which is thought to be a func-The kinetic effects on next nucleotide addition ob-
served for pol II are similar in magnitude to those mea- tional homolog of SII, cleavage of the RNA in ªunacti-
vatedº elongation complexes removed the misincorpo-sured for DNA polymerases. Specifically, we found that
an rG:dT mismatch was extended 5- to 20-fold more rated base and restored transcription activity. This
mechanism, which was dubbed the ªkinetic trapº model,slowly than an rA:dT base pair at the same position. This
value iscomparable to that observed for the extension of represents the extreme case of the kinetic partitioning
model in that addition of the next nucleotide to the mis-a dG:dT mispairing compared to a normal dA:dT pair
for DNA polymerase a (Mendelman et al., 1990). Other match is not just inhibited but is irreversibly blocked. In
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contrast, we were able to demonstrate that arrest was level of proofreading intrinsic to the polymerase may
be sufficient to maintain viability under normal growthnot required for proofreading by pol II, because in our
experiments a misincorporated G did not increase the conditions but not under conditions that promote an
abnormally high level of transcriptional errors. Consis-tendency of pol II to arrest, even after prolonged incuba-
tions. Similarly, we found that, at least at the specific tent with this hypothesis, changes in deoxynucleotide
pools can cause an increased frequency of mutationspositions tested, incorporation of IMP at the 39 terminus
also did not increase the frequency of arrest (data not during DNA replication (Kohalmi et al., 1991). Alterna-
tively, the lethal phenotype observed in Dppr2 cells mayshown). Although proofreading does not require that pol
II assume a stably arrested conformation, we neverthe- reflect an altered response to regulatory signals, general
suppression of transcription, or an increased frequencyless imagine that incorporation of a mismatched base
increases the time that pol II spends in one or more of arrest. None of these possibilities excludes an addi-
tional role for SII in proofreading, however.conformations in which the 39 end of the transcript is
not aligned properly in the polymerization active site.
This could be due either to movement of the 39 end to TFIIF and SII Collaborate to Optimize
a second binding site on the RNA polymerase, inanalogy Speed and Accuracy
to DNA polymerases, or to reversible backward sliding Our results suggest that the efficiency of transcriptional
of the RNA polymerase along the transcript (Reeder and proofreading in a given cell or tissue type could be regu-
Hawley, 1996; Komissarova and Kashlev, 1997; Nudler lated by changes in the intracellular concentration of
et al., 1997). SII. Although SII is ubiquitous (Tamura et al., 1980), an
Although we did not determine whether the rate of isoform expressed in the testes appears to be regulated
cleavage of nascent transcripts was enhanced by the (Umehara et al., 1997). Elevated levels of SII activity
mismatched base, work from the Agarwal laboratory might be expected to slow the overall rate of elongation
suggests that a mismatched 39 terminus may be excised if pol II spent an excessive amount of time removing
more rapidly in the presence of SII than a correctly paired correct as well as incorrect nucleotides. Indeed, mutant
end (Jeon and Agarwal, 1996). This would be expected DNA polymerases with elevated proofreading capability
to further enhance the selectivity of mismatch removal. can exhibit impaired ability to function in genome repli-
However, the experimental system used by those inves- cation (Lo and Bessman, 1976). Consistent with this, we
tigators was very different from ours, in that the tem- have observed that SII added at high concentrations
plates were RNA-DNA ªdumbbellº structures. In that does slow the production of long transcripts in vitro;
assay, the polymerase must bind the dumbbell from addition of TFIIF overcomes this effect (data not shown).
solution and correctly position the RNA primer-template Perhaps an appropriate balance between speed and
before it can carry out the cleavage or extension reac- accuracy during transcription is achieved through a col-
tion. Thus, the rates measured for both cleavage and laboration between SII and TFIIF. TFIIF stimulates the
extension will contain a contribution from polymerase elongation rate about 2-fold in vitro in both single nucle-
binding, which may differ depending on whether the otide addition assays (M. J. T., unpublished observa-
dumbbells contain matched or mismatched 39 base tions) and in transcription run-off assays (Bengal et al.,
pairs. 1991). This modest enhancement of the rate of RNA
polymerization may be able to mitigate the effect of high
concentrations of SII on elongation without significantly
Possible Functions of SII In Vivo reducing transcription fidelity. The experiments in which
Our results showed that SII stimulates proofreading of IMP was incorporated in the RNA dramatically demon-
the nascent RNA during normal processive elongation strated this possibility. The inclusion of SII in the tran-
in vitro. Whether proofreading occurs in vivo remains scription reactions with ITP was only partially able to
an unanswered question, however. The physiological overcome the inhibitory effects of ITP on the transcrip-
function of SII is also not known. SII has been shown to tion rate and extent, even though significant amounts
induce arrested pol II complexes to resume elongation of IMP were removed from the RNA and replaced with
in vitro and may perform a similar function in vivo, gener- GMP. Similarly, TFIIF was ineffective at increasing the
ally aiding arrested polymerases or acting at specific extent of transcription when added alone. In the pres-
sites to regulate gene expression (Aso et al., 1995; Shi- ence of both SII and TFIIF, however, transcripts were
latifard et al., 1997). However, arrest has not yet been rapidly extended to full-length with nodecrease in proof-
demonstrated to occur in vivo, and it is currently unclear reading. These results, along with recent evidence that
how the action of SII could be targeted to specific genes. the activity of another transcription elongation factor,
In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the gene encod- elongin, is regulated in mammalian cells (Shilatifard et
ing the homolog of SII (PPR2) is nonessentialunder most al., 1997), suggest that the rate and fidelity of transcrip-
growth conditions (Archambault et al., 1992). However, tion by pol II may both be carefully controlled in eukary-
ppr2 deletion strains are more sensitive than wild-type otic cells.
cells to 6-azauracil and mycophenolic acid, both of
which lower the intracellular concentrations of GTP (Ex- Experimental Procedures
inger and Lacroute, 1992). Mutant strains are able to
Promoter-Dependent Transcriptiongrow on 6-azauracil if guanine is added to the medium,
DNA templates were attached to strepavidin agarose beads throughdemonstrating that the growth defect in the absence of
a biotin linkage as previously described (Wiest et al., 1992); 6 mg
the PPR2 gene is related to the GTP pool. This pheno- DNA per 200 ml of packed beads was used. Templates containing
type is at least consistent with a role for SII in proofread- the adenovirus major late promoter differed only in the transcribed
sequence from 110 to 150. The DNA sequence surrounding theing in vivo. For example, in the absence of SII, the low
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positions at which kinetics were measured (underlined) is as follows: RNase T2 Digestion
An equal amount of RNA from each reaction was resuspended inpMIS, ATCCTCTACAGT; pDS#4, GATCACGT; pMIS-3, GTCCTTCAC
AGT; pMIS-3G, GTCCTTCGCAGT; pDS#3T, ATCCTCTAGTGTC. TE and passed though a P-10 spin column to separate RNAs from
unincorporated nucleotides. RNase T2 (5 units, Sigma) was incu-DNA beads were incubated for 60 min at 308C with human cell
nuclear extract (approximately 40±50 mg protein/20 ml reaction) in bated with each RNA at 378C for 45 min. Reactions were spotted
onto PEI-cellulose TLC plates and allowed to dry. Unlabeled NMPsextract storage buffer plus 10 mM MgCl2 and 20 mM HEPES (pH 8.4).
Nucleotides (25 mM GTP, 100 mM ATP, 100 mM CTP, all Pharmacia were also applied to the plates to act as markers. Chromatograms
were developed in 0.1 M NaH2PO4 ´ H2O (pH 6.8), 1.8 M NH4S02,ultrapure quality, and 8.5 mCi/rxn [a-32P] UTP at 3000 Ci/mmol) were
added for 2 min, followed by addition of EDTA to 20 mM. This 0.8% (v/v) propanol until the solvent front was 2 cm from the top.
procedure produced elongation complexes stalled between 20 and
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